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1. Step I  
1. 1  

 (sociolinguistics) 

 

 (interdisciplinary) 
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11. 2  

Katherine Mansfield 
 “A Cup of Tea” (1922) 1)  

 
(1) A: ‘I can’t go on no longer like this.  I can’t bear it.  I can’t bear it.  I shall do 

away with myself.  I can’t bear no more.’ 
   B: ‘You shan’t have to.  I’ll look after you.  Don’t cry any more. . . .’  (p. 350)2) 

 
 “shan’t”  

“do away with (oneself)”  “shall not” 
 “get rid of”  “kill oneself”

AmE  “shall” 
(1) BrE

 A, B 

B  “Don’t cry any more” A  “I can’t go on no longer like 
this,” “I can’t bear no more”  (double negation) 

A, B 
 

B A

 (regional dialect) 
 (social dialect) 

 (variety) 

 

Group Work  
 
2. Step II  
2. 1  

“friend or foe”  /f/ 
“Care killed the cat.”  /k/ Pride and Prejudice 
 /pr/ 

 (alliteration) 
 “(     ) and man” 
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→
/m/ 

“mouse”  
 (2000: 79, 88-

89)  
 

(2) a. Battles, bands and banquets.  Parades, plays and pageants.  
   b. SNOW, SNOW, QUICK, QUICK, SNOW. 

 
(2a) 

 /b/  /p/ 
and  (parallelism) 

 
 (musicality) 

 (1992) (Sound symbolism) 

(2a)  /b/  /p/ 
 (plosive)  (1992: 22) 

 (2a) 

 
(2b)  (2a)  

(asyndeton) 
“Slow Slow Quick Quick Slow” 

—
—  

 (2000) (2a) Wales (2b)  
“slow”  “snow” “Snow, 
snow, quick, quick, snow.” 

 (snow) 
 (quick  

“here and there,” “rough and tough” 
 “A friend in need is a friend indeed.”  (rhyme) 

CM (2a)(2b)  
(2000) 
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GGroup Work  (1992) 
 

 
22. 2  

 
 

(3) a. The Internet Is Head Over Heels for the Yuzuru Hanyu and Javier Fernández 
Figure Skating Bromance 

   b. The ‘polifessor’ problem 
   c. ‘Megxit’ may seem like a simple portmanteau, but it has far more sinister 

undertones 
 
(3a)  Time (February 16, 2018) (3b) Korea JoongAng Daily (December 11, 
2008) (3c) ABC News  (January 14, 2020) 

(3a)  “bromance”  “brother  romance” 
2018

(3b)  “polifessor” “politician  professor” 

 
(3c)  “Megxit” EU  “Brexit” (“British  exit”) 

“Meghan  exit” 
 (3c)  “portmanteau”

 (blend) 
 (word formation) 

 
 

Group Work
 

 
3. Step III  
3. 1 AmE vs. BrE/AusE3) 
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 (4a) Crocodile Dundee1 (1986 CD1 ) (4b) Crocodile Dundee2  (1988

CD2 )  
 

(4) a. Mick: That’s mineral water.  Means no crocs.  More tucker here than you can 
poke a stick at. 

       Sue: Tucker? 
     Mick: Food.  You hungry? 
      Sue: Starving. 
 
   b. Mick: You better take me to the boozer. 
     Taxi Driver: Boozer?  Don’t know that one. 
     Mick: Pub.  You know, “somewhere to get a drink.”  Want to join me? 

 
(4a)(4b) Mick CD (4a) Sue

(4b) Mick Sue New 
York “crocodile”  “croc” 

Sue  “tucker” New York Taxi Driver  
“boozer” echo question
(4b)  “boozer” Mick  “somewhere to get a drink.” Oxford 
English Dictionary CD-ROM OED 2.  “A public house”
1895  “slang” BrE (4a)  “tucker” Mick

 “food” OED   6.  “food generally, victuals” 
“Austral. and N.Z. slang” 4) 

Macquarie Book of 
Slang 5) 

(4b)  “take” 
 /teɪk/  /taɪk/ 

AmE BrE  BrE 
AusE  

 
Group Work  (regional dialect) 

 
 
3. 2 2  

 (social dialect) 
1. 1 
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Cate Poynton  (intensive), 
 (hedge)  (filler)  (reduplication) 

“women are reputed to use more reduplicated adjectival forms” 
“itsy-bitsy,” “teeny-tiny”  (1985: 73)

 
Poynton (1985) Tootsie 

(1982)  (5) 6)  
 

(5) George: Uh, listen, I talked to Stuart.  I, I talked to him yesterday.  He’ll, he’ll 
be, uh, one, one more week in London and then he, uh, then he 
definitely, uh, then he . . . 

   Dorothy Michaels: I missed you. 
   George: Then he definitely . . . 
   Dorothy Michaels: You know, you’re such a tickly-wickly!  You’ve never been that 

ticklish before. 
 

Michael (= Dorothy Michaels) George
 “tickly-wickly”  “tisklish” 

 (femininity) Tootsie
OED   (variant)  “tootsy”  2. , “A woman, a girl; a 

sweetheart; occas. applied to a male lover.”  “Freq. as a familiar form of address” 
“(chiefly U.S.)”  “slang”  

 “Michael Dorsey” 
 “Dorothy Michaels” 

“Michaels”  -s 
 (suffix)  (prefix) 

 (Old English / Anglo-Saxon)  -ing  “Browning” 
(= son of Brown)  (Old Norse)  -son  “Johnson” (= son of John)

Mc-  “McDonald” (= son of Donald) , William 
 -s “Williams” (William and his family) 7) “Andrew”  

“Jacob”  “Andrews,” “Jacobs”  
 

GGroup Work  (5) Tootsie 

Poynton (1985) 8) 
 
33. 3 3  

 The Karate Kid (1984)  
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(6) Daniel: Wow it’s beautiful.  Hey, Mr. Miyagi, this is great, man!  You’ve got real 
fish in it.  This is outrageous! 

 
(6) 

 “man”9) 

 “outrageous” 

Landy (The Underground Dictionary
(great), (wonderful), 

(fantastic) 
 

OED  “outrageous” 1. “Exceeding proper limits”  2. “Excessive or 
unrestrained in action; violent, furious; †excessively bold or fierce (obs.)”  3. “Excessive 
in injuriousness, cruelty, or offensiveness” 

 (semantic change) (6) 

 “outrageous”  
 

Group Work

 
 
44. Step IV  
4. 1  

 Group Work  

Robinson Crusoe (1719) 
 

 
(7) a. Says he, “If wild mans come, they eat me, you go wey.”  “Well, Xury,” said I, 

“we will both go and if the wild mans come, we will kill them, they shall eat 
neither of us.”                                                 (Chap. II) 
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    b. “well, Xury,” said I, “then I won’t; but it may be that we may see men by day, 
who will be as bad to us as those lions.”                         (Chap. II) 

 
 “I” “Xury” 

 (7a)  “mans” 
Xury  “dog”  “lion”  “dogs,” “lions” 

“man”  “mans”  (analogy)10) 

 “will,” “shall”  
“would,” “should” l “can” “(15-16c) coud  (often 
17-18c) cou’d  could”11) (7a) 

 “mans” Xury  Xury
 (7b)  “men”  

 
44. 2 AmE  

 Mark Twain The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (1884 AHF ) 
 

 
(8) A: “Have you got hairy arms and a hairy breast, Jim?” 
   B: “What’s de use to ax dat question?  Don’t you see I has?” 
   A: “Well, are you rich?” 
   B: “No, but I ben rich wunst, and gwyne to be rich ag’in.  Wunst I had foteen 

dollars, but I tuck to specalat’n’, en got busted out.” 
   A: “What did you speculate in, Jim?” 
   B: “Well, fust I tackled stock.”                                   (Chap. VIII) 

 
(7) (8) A B 

“I has”  (disagreement / false concord) 
“take” 

 “took” (/tʊk/)  “tuck” (/tʌk/) OED   “Dial. var. of Again adv. (= once 
more)”  “agin” “once”  “(dial. and U.S.)”  “wunst” 

 “Dial. and U.S. dial. var. of FIRST”  “fust”  “U.S.” 
AmE  “de” OED   “a dialectal (Kentish), foreign, 
or infantile representation of THE” 

[ð]  [d] 12) 

 “dat”  OED   “Repr. dial. (esp. Ir.), W.I., and U.S. Black 
pronunc. of that ” B AmE
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(8)  “ax” OED  
 “obs. or dial. form of ASK v.”  “ask” 

“(axien >) ax (aks)  ask”  
(metathesis)13) OED  “ax” 14 16

16  “dial.” AHF 19
18

McIntosh (1986: 12) ,  “colloquialism,” “incorrectness (solecism)”  
“old-fashionedness (archaism)” (8) 
“specalat’n’”  (elision)  /ŋ/  /n/  (  
colloquialism)  “I has”  (  solecism)  “ax” 

 (  archaism) McIntosh  
 
44. 3 3 BrE vs. AmE 

 (9a) Goldsmith She Stoops to Conquer (1773 SSC ) 
(9b)  (8) AHF 14)  

 
(9) a. “My pleace is to be nowhere at all; so Ize (< Ise) go about my business.”  
                                                               (Act II Scene i) 
   b. “Say, who is you?  Whar is you?  Dog my cats ef I didn’ hear sumf’n.  Well, I 

know what I’s (< Ise) gwyne to do: I’s (< Ise) gwyne to set down here and listen 
tell I hears it ag’in.”                                          (Chap. II) 

 
(9a) BrE  (9b) AmE “Ize,” “I’s”  “Ise” “I is” 

OED  “Ise”  a.  “Dial. or archaic abbreviation of I shall ; 
also = I’s, I is, dial. for I am.” 1796) b.  “spec. in the United States. 
Also I’s.” 1852  (9a) (9b) 

(9a)  “Ize”  “I shall” (9b) 
 “I’s”  “I am”  “United States”  b. 

 “Freq. in Black English writings.” AHF 
Jim  

(9b)  “Dog my cats” 
 “dog”  “dog” OED   v. 8.  

“Used in imprecations.”  (swearing)  
“U.S. slang” AmE  

 (regional dialect) 1. 1  (1) 
4. 2  (8)  “I has” 

Charles Dickens Brook (1970) 
 83.  “Double negatives are very common, as they are in early 

English and in many regional dialects.” (Brook, 1970: 243) 
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82.  “There are many examples of lack of concord between the subject of a 
sentence and its verb.” (Brook, 1970: 242-43) 

 
 
44. 4 4  

Dickens Oliver Twist (1839)  
 

(10) A: ‘A young fogle-hunter,’ replied the man who had Oliver in charge. 
    B: ‘Are you the party that’s been robbed, sir?’ inquired the man with the keys. 
    C: ‘Yes, I am,’ replied the old gentleman; ‘but I am not sure that this boy actually 

took the handkerchief.  I―I would rather not press the case.’   (Chap. XI) 
 

 “fogle-hunter” 
 “robbed”  “took the handkerchief” 

 “rob” 
 “handkerchief” OED   “fogle” 

“slang” “A handkerchief or neckerchief, usually of silk” 
“fogle-hunter”  “a pick-pocket” 

OED  1823 Grose A Dictionary of the Vulgar 
Tongue “Cant”  

(7) (8) (9) A, B, C 
 “fogle-hunter”  “fogle” A

C  “handkerchief” 
Dickens

 
 

(11) Oliver: “What’s the matter?” demanded Oliver. 
   Dodger: “Hush!” replied the Dodger.  “Do you see that old cove at the bookstall?” 
    Oliver: “The old gentleman over the way?” said Oliver.  “Yes, I see him.”  
                                                                    (Chap. X) 

 
Dodger  “cove”  “A fellow, ‘chap’, 

‘customer’” , 15) OED   “slang (orig. Thieves’ cant )” 
Dodger  “that old cove” Oliver  “the old 

gentleman”  
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10
 

 
 

2. 1 3. 3
 Group Work  

Zoom 

 

 
 

 
 1)  
 2)  
 3) AmE BrE AusE  
 4)  
    Austral.: Australia(n), colloq.: colloquial, dial.: dialect(al), esp. : especially, Freq.: 

frequently, Ir.: Irish, occas.: occasionally; orig.: originally, pronunc.: pronunciation, 
Repr.: representative, representing, spec.: specifically, †; obs.: obsolete, var.: variation, 
W.I.: West Indies. 

 5) “boozer” “booze”  1.  “alcoholic drink” 
“boozer” 1. “one who drinks immoderately,” 2. “a hotel”  
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 6) CINEX  
 7)  (1988: 75)  (patronymic)  (naming)  (2005: 

78)  (1984: 288)  
 8) “I’m awfully lonely”  (intensive)  “I 

wonder if you could help me ” “  wonder if you wouldn’t mind buying me lunch.” 
Poynton (1985) 

 
 9) OED  II. 4. e  “a meaningless expletive, or as an interjection expressing 

surprise, delight, deep emotion, etc.”  
10) David Crystal  A Dictionary of Linguistics and Phonetics  DLP ) 

“analogy”  “A term used in historical and comparative linguistics, and in language 
acquisition, referring to a process of regularization which affects the exceptional 
forms in the grammar of a language.”      

 “mens, mans, mouses”    
,  “goed/seed/knowed”  

“went/saw/knew”  
11) OED   
12) “den”  
13) DLP “metathesis”  “A term used in linguistics to refer to an alteration 

in the normal sequence of elements in a sentence usually of sounds, but sometimes 
of syllables, words, or other units.” “aks  ask”  “brid  bird” 

 
14) (9a)  “Ize (< Ise),”  (9b)  “I’s (< Ise)”  
15) OED   “cove”  n   
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